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ABSTRACT
An effective program to aid the student in making the

transition from school to the world of work requires a coordinated
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'development and preparation for life. The goals and objectives-of
caieerguidance are self awareness--self identity, education
awareness -- educational identity, career awareness--career identity,
economic awareness--economic understanding, decision making--career
decisions, beginning competencyemployment skills, employability
skills--career placement, attitudes and appreciation--self/social
fulfillment. The process of career guidance relates to self
awareness, decision making skills, environmental understanding, and
relating to the world of work. The siX, major components of a career
guidance program are: individual data system, information system,
career assessment and planning process, dissemination system,
facilitation of community experiences, and placement and
follow- through: Guidance counselors teachers (including special
education teachers), administrators parents, students, employers,
and other community members all hay roles and responsibilities in
career guidance. Evaluation must involve both 'career education
programS and also the school's ability to meet the needs of the
students. A bibliography is included. (Author/EC)
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INTRODUCTION

The State Department of Education consultant team, meeting

in Boise in February 1975, developed a career guidance guide for

use in Idaho's school districts..

The first task was to define and set forth the limits of the

concepts of career education. The first pages of this guide represent

an overview of the entire project. The goals have been delineated.

It is the wish of the committee that each district will select objectives

to implement career education programs in terms of individual community

needs.

The implementation of career education is viewed in three inter-

related levels--the teacher, the counselor and the administrator.

Without such interrelatedness, the concept of career education will

not materialize for all students at every level.

5
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WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?

WHAT IS CAREER EDUCATION?

"In a generic sense, career education consists of all the activities
and experiences through which individuals prepare themselves for and engage
in work!--paid orunpaid--dtiring their lives. As a response to a call for

educational reform, career education seeks.to make preparation for work
both a prominent and permanent goal of American education at all levels.
By doing so, it hopes to make work--paid or unpaid--possible, meaningful
and satisfying for each individual."

"Straight Answers on Career Education"

Kenneth B. Hoyt
Associate ,Commissioner for Career
Education, United States Office of
Education, Washington, D.C.

Career education, involving awareness, explOr ion, preparation,
decision-making, placement and follow through is a uni rsally accepted
goal of education. An effective program to aid the stud nt in making the
transition from school to the world of work requires a coord'nated guidance
effort, including the administrator, counselor and teacher.

This guide will assist educators in coordinating aspects of c Keer
guidance, counseling and placement in students' preparation for life and
career, development in grades K 12.



THE PROBLEM_ N

To develop guidelines for identifying the role, task and responsibility of the guidance team in

career guidance counseling and placement in grades K-12.

Teacher

Counselor

Administrator'

AWARENESS
K - 6.

.\ To introduce career
education concepts
ncluding those:related
to'self-awareness,
educational awareness
and career awareness in
order for elementary
students to begin ap-
preciating and, valuing
the world of work.

2. To work closely with
the classroom teacher
in-designing and
implementing career
educational activities
for integration with
the regular school's
learning experiences
for elementary school
students.

EXPLORATION
7 - 9

1. To develop career
education concepts
including those
related to economic
awareness, decision-
making and beginning
competency for junior
high schOol students to
begin exploring career
knowledge and career
'skills needed for the
world of work.

2. To work closely with
classroom teachers in
designing and implement-
ing career education
activities in order for
junior high students to
gain an understanding of
our economy, of-decision-
making skills and of
desirableemployment skills.

3. To provide the necessary support faciliti , materials and
time needed by classroom teachers and counselors to intro-
duce, design and implement career education concepts for
elementary school students and junior high school students.

8 2

1.

PREPARATION
10 - 12

Career education concepts
will be taught in all
subject areas. Prepara-
tion and experience will
be provided which will
result in satisfactory
placement.

2. To work closely with class-
room teachers in design-
ing and implementing
career placement activities
leading to an awareness
of career alternatives
for senior high school
students.

3. Secondary students will be
provided support services,
facilities, materials and
time to introduce, design
and implement career
education concepts.



This guide is designed to assist local districts in meeting the

f011ov/ing learner outcomes*.
_
_ --

j Students should be:

. Competent in the basic academic skills required for adaptability

in our rapidly changing society.

. Equipped with good work habits.

. Capable of choosing a presonally meaningful set of work values
.that lead them to possess a desire to work.

. Equipped with career decision-making skills, job hunting skills
and job-getting skills.

. Equipped with vocational skills at a level that will allow them
to gain entry into and attain- a degree of satisfaction in the

occupational society;

. Equipped with career decisions that they have,made based on the
widest possible set of data concerning themselves an& their educa-

' tional-vocational opportunities.

Aware of means available to them for continuing and recurrent
education once they have left the formal system of schooling.

. Successful in being placed in a paid occupation, in further educa-
tion or in a vocation that -is consistent with their current career
education.

. Successful in incorporating work values into their total personal
value structure in such a way that they are able to choose what,
for them, is a desirable lifestyle.

Additional program goals may include:

. At the end of the sixth grade, students should be aware of and
appreciate the values of a work oriented society.

. At the end of the junior high level, students should be encouraged
to develop a tentative career preparation plan.

At the end of the ninth grade, students will understand the process
of career decision-making skills.

*As defined by Ken Hoyt.

-13 9



At the end of the twelth year, an appropriate personal plan for

career preparation entry, written by the student, should be
available.

Student should be equipped with the knowledge and skills essential/
for making psychologically concrete career choices.

Other goals may .be identified by local districts.

F.
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OBJECTIVES OF CAREER GUIDANCE- -WHAT DOES IT DO?

Career guidance is a fundamental component of career education and
it has many of the same goals and objectives. The Idaho State Department

of Education has developed the following position statement on career
education:

Career education is a comprehensive educational
approach to the preparation of the citizenry for living
as fulfilled human beings in a predominately technical,
specialized society.

Career education should begin in kindergarten and
continue throughout the productive life of the individual.

The concept of developmental career education dictates
the necessity for a total eduCational program which is
relevant to the world of work and is programmed to provide
for the development Of an awareness of self and the
world of work in elementary students, exploratory experiences
for junior high students and, for senior high students,
knowledge's and skills necessary to pursue further education
or to become employed.

Career education is not conceived to replace or
to he in addition to any educational programs in existence
today. It is intended, however, to make educational
subject matter more meaningful and relevant to an individual
through reconstructing and focusing concepts around a
career development theme.

The Career Education Curriculum Model, developed
by the Idaho State Department of Educ4ion, includes
eight elements of career education. Each of these elements
leads to a general outcome or goal. These elements and
their related outcomes are presented in the following
pages.

Career guidance contributes to the outcomes of
these eight elements. The objectives of career guidance
now follow in an order which indicates their relationship `

to the elements of career education.

5--



SELF AWARENESS SELF IDENTITY

Objective 1. To help students develop positive feelings about themselves
as persons of worth, to know themselves and
to recognize and accept their feelings, their
achievements and their interests.

de'

Students entering school have some
knowledge and attitudes about themselves,
wnat kind of people they are and what they

\ hope to become. This can be titled self-
\

awareness. Through career education, the
home and community experiences, the student
will become involved in a planned, sequential

process of selfassessment and self-evaluation which results in self-
identity. As they realize who they are and what they are like, they
will develop a reasonably consistant internalized value system.

EDUCATION AWARENESS EDUCATIONAL IDENTITY

Objective 2. To help students become acquainted with the array of
educational opportunities, which will become
available to them as they progress through
school; the nature of these,opportunities

thez impl-nad.slis in Peso ,p1,ort*I.ntities;
to help students perceive the relationshi7,
':.1-tween .:(14._catIcn; ;olos and

The entering students have soma
:r.zareness of the relationship between education
and training, whetner formal or experience
based, and the life roles assumed by themselves
and others. From this basic educational aware-

ness, students will continue to develop and refine a thorough understanding
of the part education and training play in relation to the changing world
in which they will assume a more complete, productive participation. They
will also come to recognize the need for specific education and training
for specific career roles. Educational identity combines an understanding
of the relationship among education and training and life roles. The know-
ledge of themselves as participants in education and training, their learning
styles, pace capabilities and capacities and the ability to select and
evaluate educational avenues for the development of career plans.



CAREER AWARENESS CAREER IDENTITY

Objective 3. To help students become acquainted with the variety of
occupations in which people are employed,
the various personal meaning that work has
for adults and the patterns different people
follow in developing careers.

Individuals-entering-school possess-
some knowledge about, attitudes toward and
interests in some careers. They know something
about career performances and associated
life styles, rewards, leisure time, working
conditions and the education and training

requirement possessed by some persons in some careers. That knowledge
of careers can be r,eferred to as career awareness. Through career
education ;- home and' community life, the students should be assisted_
in understanding the broad range of careers which` are available to
.them as they serve the community or society-ac-large. Students should
also be assisted in learning what is involved in the development,
growth, behaVidx, training and rewards of persons engaged iii specific
occupatiiidg; from tens broad understanding, or career awareness,
the- students should experience active 'career exploration and prep-
aration which leads to career identity. Career identity is defined
as the individual's selection of an appropriate role or roles within
the world of work.

ECONOMIC AWARENESS ECONOMIC UNDERSTANDING

Objective 4. To help students become acquainted with the basic economic
Isystem and the social and economic changes
which are occuring in the United States and
the rest of the world, and the possible implications
of these changes for their careers.

ai Children .have observed and participated

-6

in the,economic system to some extent prior

11 to school entO. Building on this base of

4eLtr% economic awareness, career education will
facilitate the students' thorough exploration

of the changing economic system both as it relates to career development
and the community and society-at-large, Economic understandings
are defined as those conceptual elements and networks. which make
it possible for children or adults to read the economic environment
and solve personal and social economic problems.

-7-



DECISION MAKING `CAREER DECISIONS

Objective 5. To help students understand the value and the process
of rational decisionmaking and, through practice,
to develop decisionmaking skills and the
confidence that what they ddcide or plan
can, indeed, have an effect 'upon what happens

to.` them.

Entering students have some understanding
of the decision-making and planning processes
and possess some skills in these areas.

( Through career education and supporting school
and life experiences, they will develop increasing
skills and experience in the rational processes
of decision-taking, practice making decisions'

and come to accept the respodsibility for the outcomes of their decisions.
The career decisions will progress from the very tentative and flexible
career decisions to those which are increasingly reversible only
at some cost of time, effort and money. By the conclusion of the
students' formal education, they should possess the capabilities
to design their own plans for their futures in the world of work.

BEGINNING COMPETENCY EMPLOYMENT SKILLS

Objective. . To assist students in the selection of and entrI into
`appropriate educational_ programs to help
them evaluate continuously their progress,
in developing saledble-;competencies and skills.

:,-:-'Entering students already possess'some

beginning competencies and skills in'using
materials and ideas. Career education provides
opportunities for the students to partiCipate
in activities which will extend their ideas,
their senses, their physical capabilities
and other employment skills. Self-evaluation

permits the students to examine their level of competency and select
the/programs which willenable them to, optimize their abilities.

. .14 8



EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS CAREER PLACEMENT

Objective 7. To assure that all students, at the time of leaving or
graduating from high school, will be placed
according,to their career plans in an entry-
level job or apprentiteship-, a junior college
or technical school, a senior college or
university, in the armed services or other
viable a2ternativ's.

Employability skills are concerned
with locating and obtaining career placement
both on an initial and an advanced basis.
Employability.skills also deal with'developing

group participation, other social-relation.awarenesses and skills
related to worker adjustment.

ATTITUDES AND APPREcTIATION SELF/SOCIAL FULFILLMENT

Objective 8. To assist

c''CESS4
Obi

students in their career development so that
are able to anticipate changes in themselves
and their environments and will be able to
continue to plan and carry out personally
satisfying and productive vocational and
avocational pursuits throughout their lives.

they

Attitudes and appreciations are
included as a means of focusing attention

.

on the affecti7e component of career education.
Tnrough career\education and its supporting
systems, the individual should develop an

internalized value system which includes a valuing of their own career
role and the roles assumed by others. These appreciations and positive,
attitudes toward tneir own career role and the roles of others in
the society should lead to active and satisfying partiCIpation as
a productive citizen and, thus, provide for both self-fulfillment
and social fulfillment.

The broader concept of career education.includes, in addition
to career guidance, the academic and vocational preparation to provide
students the skills, and competencies needed to carry out successfully
their plans and decisions in the world of work.

CAREER GUIDANCE, as a part of career education, focuses upon,
the development of self-understandingn, the knowledge of career options
and the ability to make personal plans and decisions. The overall
goal of career guidance is to help students develop career maturity
,through acquiring knowledges, skills,nattitudes and competencies
necessary to the performance of their life roles in a changing and
complex society. Career guidance is an integral part of each phase
of career education as indicated in the following chart.

81
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THE PROCESS OF CAREER GUIDANCE HOW DOES IT HAPPEN?

Career guidance is based on a systematic process of human develop-
ment which can--be described as occuring in four major areas:

. Developing a healthy self-concept and self-awareness

. Acquiring decision - making skills

. Developing environmental understandings and awareness

. Relating to the world of work

COMP1-Ckehd
ME

Ael

"'MYSELF
InPut

Action
While these areas cannot be separated-77a life, in discussions

they can be dealt with independently. There is a logical sequence for

emphasizing each of the areas-

Developing a healthy self-concept and self-awareness

At the beginning of the process is the necessity that
people become aware of themsIeves as people and have knowledge
of thier interests, values, needs; aptitudes, attitudes and

This self knowledge is the foundation for the develop-
ment of a realistic self-tdoture and contributes to the ability
of the person to make rational decisions.

B. Acquiring decision- making skills

The 'second stevin'the process is that of "earning and
practicing the skilfrof decision- making. Aiding the student

to utiliZe these skills in making rational decisions on a day
to day basis helps prepare them to make decisions of increasing
magnitude and difficulty.

C. Developing environmental understanding and awareness

The third step after a person has begun the process of
developing a realistic self-cOncept and has developed some
decLsibn- making skills is the consideration of the type of life
style he/she wishes. The proCess of deciding on a life style
and developing decision-making skills may be occuring at the same
time.

O



D. Relating to the world of work'

In the final step of the process students can begin
see ways to develop a positive relationship between themselves
and the world of work.

These areas overlap, but their sequence appears to be the same at 1

any age level. For a five-year-old, the statement that he/she wants to be
a fire fighter, while Rrimarily based on fanIasy,....employs_feelings of
adequacy (self - concept),., decision- making, life style (they may; like to

ride a red fire trudk).aild the world of work (they have seen fire fighters
in action.) The process for the child is appropriate for five-year-oldness.
A twenty-five-year-old person might make a similar but more realistic
decision, using the same process, but on a much, more mature and sophisti-
cated basis.

The development of self-concept and self-awareness can Pe enhanced
by helping students find answers to some very important questions, such
as; "What am I like as a person?", "Who is this person called me?", "How
is this peison, me, changing and what will I be like as a result of this
change?"

The process of building decision-making skills follows very closely
and complements the process of building a self-concept. As people feel

positive about themselves and are given the opportunity to make decisions
which will turn out well, they gain more confidence and are able to risk
making more important decisions. The development of these skills involves
the cooperation of conselors, teachers, administrators and parents who
allow and encourage students to explore alternatives and,make:.decisions.

Life styles refer to the Interaction of values,-;attitudes, choices,
needs, wants, strategies and behaviors by which people establish goals end
cope with:their environment. Career guidance has the task of,xelating 4
life style to work that is satisfying to the individual. :As-.'students
develop realistic self-pictures, learn decision-making skills And observe
how people around them live and cope with their environments, it follows
that these individuals will Make choices of how they wish Eo live and'
develop careers.which will allow them to implement their chosen life style.

Because the four major parts of the process are interdependent, it
-is apparent that failure to develop any one oftthese areas will seriously
hamper the process of career. development. Therefore, a systematiC career
guidance program is essential in helping.students in the p.orcess of career
deVelopment. .
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:IOW DO YOU D,-0 IT?

COMPONENTS OF A CAREER GUIDANCE PROGRAM: WHAT ARE THE PARTS?

All of the necessary activities of a career guidance program can be

-classified into six major components:

. Information,System

. Career Assessment and Planning Process

. Dissemination SyStem

. Facilitation of Community Experience'

. Placement and Follow-Through

Most schools have already developed some of these-tdmponents, and
some schools have already begun activities in all six. All elements of a

career guidance program must be well developed and implemented into a school

system to have full impact on students. Coordination of the efforts of
individuals working in all parts of the program is important for an effective
delivery system.°

Some of the components of a career guidance program may have had
their beginnings in schools as guidance services and .may have been thought
of as desirable'atcessories for a school which could be aided by hiring a

counselor. The rapidly changing needs and opportunities of youth today,
however, require that some of these former servicesT.become integral parts
of the educational program. Without these parts, tlhe eareer guidance program
cannot function effectively, and many students will\dontinue to blunder in

school and. through later stages of tfleir careers.

Other components of the carder guidance program are relatively new
and call for new methods and materials. Thus, the maximum effectiveness
of a career guidance program requires that all parts, both,old and new, be
developed and focused uponsincreasing, the vocational.. maturity_of_all_students.

A brief descriptipn of each, component of a career guidance program
follows:"

1. Individual Data System

Meaningful data is available for use by the
student to better understand one's self and

.enable one to .make realistic plans and deci-
sions about a future career. In order that
guidance is consistant with the student's inte-
rests, aptitudes and career goals, the data-



are also available to parents, teachers and
others concerned with the development of the
student.

Information contained in the Individual Data
System should include the student's educational
progress (Cumulative) record;,information from
selfassessment, aptitude, interest and achieve-
merle tests; occupational experiences and com-
petency levels in vocational and avocational
areas; and-the-studentls-career_planning and
`progress record.

2: Information System

The foundation for a career information
system is contained in most schools. .The major

task, then, will be to build upon -this found-
ation according to the needs of the students
and community resources to make it a function--
,ing part of the educational process. Broad
headings should include comprehensive career
materials, community career related resources,
student oriented career literature and career/
curriculum related information.

This system should never be considered com-
plete and care must be taken to eliminate out-
dated materials and resources. Constant research
is required to maintain a comprehensive infor-
mational system and updating of published.
catalogs is a must. Outside resource people,
such as personnel managers, librarians, teachers
and educational admissions officers, could be
valuable in the development and maintenance
of the information System.

3. Career Assessment and Planning Process

20

Individual students will go through-a process
of assessment and planning in relation to the
information available.in the Individual:Data
System component and the Informational System
component.' This process might be in the form
of individual and group counseling culminating
in sound educational and career planning-with
allowances for alterations as varied interests
are formulated. An emphasis should be placed.
on one's own values and group values in rela-
tion to the,assessment and planning process.

-14-



4. Dissemination System

No matter how effective the career education
program can be, it will fail unless people are
aware of-it. Obviously, students must be Aware

of he opportunities open to them in order to
take advantage of these opportunities. This

can be accomplished through the usual student
information procedures, both formal and informal,
and through group and individual guidance and.
counseling.'.Since parents have great interest
In-their-ehildrenls-opportunities_aa well as a
right to know what is available, a strong
emphasis involving the parents. or guardians
of the students in the process is vital and
igould,include.parent-student-guidance team
conferences on a regular basis.

Students derive many of their ideas regarding
.programs from teachers.. Therafore, each teacher
needs to be familiar with the entire career
guidance program and their own contribution to
the -program. It is also worthwhile to determine
if unneceS-Siry-duplication exists or if areas,

are inadvertently-omttted:--In-service sessiOdS-

with teachers are satisfactory means of accomp-
lishing these goals.

5. Facilitation of Community Experiences

The effectiveness of the community and' its
resources as an extensiOnof the school is an,
essential part of the career guidance system.
OpportUnities are available in the areas of
career awareness, exploration, Preparation,
decision-making and .occupational placement. d-

Specific"areas to be focused on include:

a. G-ip and individual observation and explor-

, atio .opportunities for-student'S inthe
communit..5q,_

b. Resourcesbf the community--people'and
things;

a. On-the-job train mg opportunities for the
students;'

d. Volunteer opportunitie Nfor students;
e. Classes taught in the buStness Community;
f. Utilization of teachers from-the business
,--community.

'N

Placemeht and Tollow:Through
N,

N,

Placement is the movement of students from N,

one eduCational curriculum or job assignment

21



to another. Placement is c9nsidered "approp-
riate if the Individual involved is success-
ful and makes further personal career-develop-
ment in the new zetting. Follow-through is
the process of- collecting data regarding place-

;

ments, assessing the success of these placements
and Modifying educational programs as a result
of the data.

Most schools are already performing the place-
ment fun: _ion with those gaduateS/who are
going to colleges, universities and vocational
sthaoTs-7--CataIogs-and-apiilitation-forms-Are

obtained and assistance is provided with tran-
scripts and recommendation forms. Schools are
also performing placement functions with some
students who,are seeking employment positions.
Counielors are teaching students job seeking
skills and behaviors. A systematic program,
utilizing the efforts of all teachers, admin-
istrators, counselors, state employment service
personnel, business and industrial personnel
managers, parents and other community members,
'is neededNto extend this type of assistance
to all students leaving school before or at
graduation.

Because of the ultimate criterion of the
suctess, of career education programs is the
"placeability" of all stucients in satisfying
and productive pursuits, the placement function

.

carries a great responsibility for the entire
program. The placement activity becomes the
focal point for questions regarding notNonly
the products of the school, but als9,the'current
situation regarding supply and demand for -

workers in various occupational fields.

sUCC f'd±s
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CAREER GUIDANCE RESPONSIBILITIES WHO DOES WHAT?

Making career guidance work depends upon knowing not only what

has to be accomplished, but also how different school staff and faculty,

can work together in an effective deliverylsystem. This is particularly

important in reducing the confusion about who has what responsibility

for career4guidance.

To some, career guidance means a group of activities in which-

volunteers participate at will; others see it as solely the function

of counselororschool_counselat. Obviously, both

of these viewpoints are narrow in scope. Career guidance, to be

functional, calls for the combined skills of guidance counselors,
teachers, administrators, parents, students and others. And, the

responsibilities of each group need to be identified and understood.

-
For descriptive purposes these role definitions will be presented

under the terms T. guidance counselors, teachers (including special
educatiowteachers), administrators, parents, students, employers
and other community members.

GUIDANCE COUNSELORS: CAREER GUIDANCE RESPONSIBILITIES

Guidance counselors may incledc,school
staff members with, state certifibation in
guidance and counseling with any of,the
following titles: school or guidance counselor,
vocational counselor, elementary counselor
or career development specialist.

The responsibilities of guidance counselors
in career guidance are:

. Coordinating the career guidance
program including both short and
long range planning goals.

.

COUK/SZLOR

. Serving as a resource person for staff members in the area
of human growth and development and assisting in curriculum
planning and modification. r

. Participating in staff planning for sequential student learning.

. Coordinating-Programs of career development experiences.
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r.

/(

. Coordinating a cumulative record system "tft can be readily/ utilized

by all students.

. Coordinating

. Identifying

. resources

a comprehensiveAnformatioL system.

/ .

and coordinating the use /o4" school and

neededto facilitate career guidance.

f

. Providing group and individual counselingandgnidance to help
students continually understand-the personal significance, f their
.experiences, knowledges, skills and appreciations as they grow and

community

1

. Consulting with parents and/or legal guardians concerning the student's
career plans and tentative decisions.

. Cooperating with the school, faculty in placing students in community
experiences such as; work experience, skill training or directed
cooperative educational programs.

Coordinating a comprehensive placement program for all-students--
students in jobs, homemaking, colleges, technical institutions,
junior colleges, universities, apprenticeship programs and military
service.

. Coordinating plans for a continuing-follow-through program, includ-
ing data collection, re-entry or further guidance and placement.

TEACHERS (INCLUDING SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS)
RESPONSIBILITIES

.

Career guidance programs depend-heaiiily
upon the enthusiastic participation of all,
teachers,..,Teachets have a vital set of responsibilities
in career guidance at all educational levels.
These responsibilities include:

Trniading for easy transition of
students from -home to school, from
one school environni pnt to themext
and from schoolto -further education
or employment.

CAREER GUIDANCE

. Providing guidance experience for_individuals and groups of students
to increase their depth of understanding of their personal capabil-
ities, interests and values.
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. Providing students with geq-dentIgi-learning experiences aimed at

the development of basic concepts of work and the importance of

those who perform work.

. Providing regular group guidance experiences to demonstrate the

relationships between learning and occupational requirements.

. Helping parents understand and encourage the career development
process as it relates to their children.

. Providing opportunities within the curriculum for students to have

decision=making experiences related to educational and vocational

planning. ,

.
Providing career exploratory. experiences to help students gain an

undergtanding of worker characteristics and work requlrements.

. Providing students with opportunities for acquiring job skills and

for acquiring and utilizing good work habits.

. Providing realistic educational and occupational information to

. studen:.s and staff based on knowledge of the occupational field
and continuing contacts with workers and work settings.

. Arranging for activities which show relationships among subject
matter, life styles and the world of work.

. Identifying and recruiting resource persons in the employinent com-

munity to assist in the school program.

.
Providing-7exploratpryexperiencesYin vocational classrooms; labs

sliop-s'for-studehie not-i=enrolled. in occupational preparation
programs,ancl-assistinvother teachers who wishflo.incorporate
"hands on" types .of activities in their courses.

Identifying basic and academic skills and knowledge that are needed
to succeed in the occupations of their field and communicating this

Information-to_students1 teachersandguidance counselors.

. Proidding students with information about academic and vocational

education-offerings.

. Assisting students in their courses throtigh group and individual
guidance to anAlyze and interpret their learning experiences for
better understandings of self in relation tow occupations and the

world of work.

. Arran.Ong observation activities for students to help them learn,
more about occupations and work settings.



. Participating in the planning and implementation of a comprehensive
placement program.

. Special education teachers will, in addition to the above respons-
ibilities, Maintain a close working relationship with the Depart-
ments of Vocational Rehabilitation, Employment, Social Security and
other pertinent agencies.

ADMINISTRATORS CAREER GUIDANCE RESPONSIBILITIES

To be successful, a career guidance .

program must have the support and encouragement
of administrators at all levels. These responsibilities
include:

. Providing commitment to, encouragement
of, and support of the,program.

. Espousing the idea of career guidance
as a responsibility of all staff
members and, faculty.

. Encouraging the development of a career guidance committee composed
of faculty and staff members, students, parents and community
leaders:-.

. Committing the administration to experimentation and flexibility
in prograth and curriculum.

. Arranging in-service education for staff and faculty in the areas
of career guidance and human relations.

. Committing administration to eliMinate any discrimination or stereo-
typing frog career materials or career guidance, counseling and
placement.

. Providing personnel, facilities, time and materials necessary for
program delivery.

. Encouraging constant evaluation and improvement of the program.

26-
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PARENTS, STUDENTS, EMPLOYERS AND OTHER COMMUNITY MEMBERS

GUIDANCE RESPONSIBILITIES

Although school staff members are extremely
importantin-assisting youth in their career
development, tnere are other significant
persons who can provide valuable assistance.
Parents are very influential) role model figures
and counselors to their children. Parents
can discuss work values which they have developed
as a result of-past experiences and relate
some of the consequences they have experienced-:
They can discuss the economic condition .of
the family as it applies to the children's
educational needs and'assist in planning
a course of action. Parents can, through example,
that all persons-have dignity, and worth, no-matter
they hold in the' world of work, and tney can provide
so thar their children Can experience decision-making
responsibility for the consequences of their - decisions.

CAREER

display the attitude
what position

situations
and carry

Research is beginning to demonstrate that peer influence can'
be directed in ways that contribute to t e development of youth'.
The strategy involves the supervision selected students working

in a paraprofessional capacity with a her students. Such experiences

cans be utilized in an effective way/

Employers, clergy, employees, retired workers, community agency
personnel and others should be viewed as potential career guidance team

members. Employers, who view their role in career education as a team mem-
ber, will be responsible for providing work stations and observation exper-
iences and will be available as a career resource person for school programs.,
Industry and business have a more significant role in the education of
youth today than in the past. In Idaho, the state vocational rehabilitation
counselors are important resource people, too. The guidance team can do

much to utilize fully all of the community resources, available for-facili-
tating the career development of young people.

EVALUATION HOW WELL IS IT WORKING?

PROGRAM SERVICES: Education has emerged into an era of sccountability.
The:fiatural..-.ec:onomic laws also apply to education.

Unlimited desires to helpyouth are tied to limited
resources and educational' programs, more and more,
face the test of evaluation. Just as manufacturers
cannot continue to produce goods that do not sell,
education cannot afford to continue programs that
do not meet its objectiVes.
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MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES: The ultimate evaluation of a career education and
a career guidance program is based on the school's
ability to produce mature persons who can be
place& in satisfyink and productive pursuits in
further education and work. In order to ensure
that the career guidance programis_operating
successfully, early and tontinuous evaluations are
necessary.

As a.career guidance committee or other designated
group meets to develop plans, the various objectives for
each of the program components should be discussed
and stated in measurableterms. At that time, the
instruments or methods of measuring those objectives
should be selecteddr developed. Then, as the
program plan begins to take shape it`a\gequential
framework, appropriate and periodic evaluation
schedules can be formulated. Thus, .as the program
develops, it has a bUilt-in evaluation system,

_PLANNED EVALUATION: The advantage to organizing an evaluation plan at
the time the total career guidance program is
developed is that,the school can have the answers
to the many questions about the effectiveness of
the program that staff members and others will ask.
Program modifications can be made quickly and
knowledgeably on the basis of the evaluation and
evidences of the program's accomplishments are
readily 'available to support requests for continu-
ation or expansion.

WHERE DOES YOUR SCHOOL STAND?

All schools have some parts of
a career guidance program. However, the
programs in some schools are more fully
-developed than in otherg. Ydu can make
a quick, informal evaluation of your school's
career guidance program by reviewing the
six ,components identified in thig"guide
and scoring your school's program on each.
Give a score of three (3) for any part that
is well developed and functioning; a score
of two (2) if it is moderately well developed;
score one (1) if'there are some beginnings
Of activity; and a zero (0) ifyour school's

programs .has' no .activity in that 9art. Based on your judgements
then, the total scores might represent the following ratings:

15 - 18
11 14

7 - 10

6 or below.

Outstanding Program
Gdod Program
A Healthy 'Start
Much Work Needed
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WHERE DO YOU STAND?

As a guidande counselor, teacher
Or administrator, you might also rate your

''own involvement in career guidance -by scoring

again the six components listed previously.
A high score will mean that all students
are receiving assistance in their career
development. A low score will enable you
to see areas where improvements can be made.
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SUMMARY

A comprehensive program of career guidance provides an essential
structural base for career education. While counseling and placement'
services.. remain an important part of career guidance, the curriculum is
seen as the heart of the delivery system. All members of the career guid-

ance team are squally responsible to the total program.' Success depends

on'the cooperative efforts of all school staff members and faculty, as

well as parents, peers and community members. Through planning, coordinating
and evaluating the'ae efforts, the program can have a substantial impact
upon all students, teachers, administrators and members of the community.

R
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